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ONE COLORFUL YEAR WITH "SELFREGENERATE"!
Life-long learning gives you the chance of you catching the best
career opportunities and to build a better world around you.
Especially if you are young and you need to take important steps
for your future career in better future. 2019 was a colorful year for
the "Self Regenerate" consortium of "Self-regenerate" project:
they created a new and innovative methodology for VET students,
they united great ideas in Catania, they met promising students in
pre-pilots and are ready to face new challenges this year!

NEW METHODOLOGY WAS TESTED BY STUDENTS IN PREPILOT SESSIONS

The last year 50 VET students were invited to test the new tool in
Italy, Greece, Lithuania, The Netherland, United Kingdom and
Spain. The students shared their feedback on how to improve the
methodology.
This new methodology combines the Bridge Model and Business
English. The Bridge model supports entrepreneurs to go through
the four steps of a start-up business. Business English skills play an
important role in upskilling the students to create international and
sustainable enterprises.

Friesland College has reached a wide range of VET students in
The Netherlands. Some of them followed an entrepreneurship
elective course. International entrepreneurs were also invited to
the pre-pilot sessions: they met students and supported the
implementation of the pre-pilot. Many of the students got brilliant
experiences and some of them even changed their mindset. At

first, they never thought starting a business would be something
for them, now they feel more confident to start one.
Pre-pilot sessions were also organised in Spain by Cresem. The
activities with students gave Cresem a great first experience of
testing the contents of “Self-Regenerate”. Cresem also made
translations of the materials as most of the students did not have a
sufficient level of English.
JO Consulting SRL attracted students and gathered feedback on
the project in Italy. They started off in English but they had to
switch to Italian due to a language barrier. Nevertheless, the
students did practice speaking English and had good businessrelated activities.

Academy of Entrepreneurship Astiki Etaireia from Greece has also done a prepilot with different exercises on Business English: students learned how to write a
cancellation letter for a meeting. This partner also hostsa monthly open day to
which they invite young entrepreneurs and where they present “Self-project”.

European social entrepreneurship and innovative studies institute (ESI) from
Lithuania organized 4 sessions with two different groups. Partners from the
institute brainstormed with people and VET students for more input. During
"ChangeMakers'ON BoostCamp2019" with VET students they did their pre-pilot
activities. By inviting inspiring entrepreneurs partners showed students what

they can reach and the real business environment. ESI ncountered a lot of
companies that hire remotely which they want to integrate into the pilot. They
have built a connection with 8 companies. ESI has provided a variety of online
games to the project, which for some partners were unknown. This is a great
way to do blended learning.

THE PROJECT WILL HELP TO IMPROVE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS AND BUSINESS ENGLISH FOR
VET STUDENTS

"The Self-regenerate" project aims at creating a practical
methodology for VET students that combines entrepreneurship
coaching and business English to enable students to create their
own enterprises locally and expand their horizons. Thereby,
becoming successful international entrepreneurs and economic
drivers of their region. The methodology was four levels: Learn about
your region, Ambitions to be an entrepreneur, how to be an
entrepreneur in my own region and self-reflection. This
methodology is to use to gain in the most useful knowledge for selfemployment.
This innovative tool will support VET students to test their
entrepreneurship and English knowledge through real and practical
classes. This manual will enable the students to become
entrepreneurs that can revitalise their peripheral region. The
manual's will be part of the online platform and shared during the
multiplier event so VET students can access the material from any
background.
As of January 20 VET students will receive business coaching during

the pilot of this output.
STAY TUNED!
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